
Vendor Information

This document (Vendor.rtf) is taken from disk 1 (or the zip file) of Turbo 
Solve! Pro 2.0.  Please read this document before distributing this shareware 
product, it contains information on the program provided for your convenience.

The term "Archive" is used to mean any form of archive such as a web site, 
shareware CD-ROM, shareware library etc. where you wish to include this 
product.

See License.rtf for the license agreement.

Product Information:
Name:  Turbo Solve! Pro (Please note the spelling!)
Version: 2.0
Minimum Requirements: Any PC running Windows '95/NT
Release Date: March 1998
Zip Filename: TSP20.zip (If being distributed as a zip file)
HTTP Download URL: freespace.virgin.net/richard.thompson1/TSP20.zip
Zip Size: 3.61 MB
Status: Shareware
Distribution: Freely distributable
Registration Fee: £28 Sterling (or $45 USD)
Upgrade Fee: £15 Sterling (or $24 USD)
Credit Cards Accepted: Yes, on-line only
Shareware Limitations: 5 character limit (32 in full registered version)
Installation: Run 'Setup.exe'
Suggested Categories: Word, Word Puzzles, Home, Hobbies, Reference, 

Personal or Games/Utilities.

Words To Index: Turbo Solve Solve! Pro
Word Puzzle Crosswords Anagrams
Thesaurus Spell Check Checker
Search Wordsearch Dictionary

Screenshot For Archive:
Please include the screenshot supplied into your archive if possible.  It's 
called "Screenshot.gif" which you'll find in the zip file or on disk 1.  
Alternatively, you can take screenshots from the web site given under "Contact
Information".

Suggested One Sentence Description For Archive:
Handy program to solve word puzzles inc. crosswords.

Suggested Description For Archive (Short):
Powerful, easy to use, 32-bit word puzzle solving program for Windows '95/NT. 
Solves crosswords, anagrams, in-words, pair-up puzzles, word searches and 
more.  Features a 140,000 word core dictionary, user dictionary facilities, 
spell checker and a 5 MILLION synonym thesaurus!

Suggested Description For Archive (Long):



Turbo Solve! Pro is a powerful, easy to use, 32-bit word puzzle solving 
program for Windows '95/NT, capable of solving a wide variety of word puzzles 
including crosswords, anagrams, in-words, pair-up puzzles, word searches etc.

Turbo Solve! Pro can eliminate hours of frustration trying to find solutions 
to crossword puzzles etc.  Excellent for completing half finished puzzles.  
You don't have to waste time looking words up in a paper dictionary; simply 
select the appropriate search mode, enter your search and hit "GO!".  Turbo 
Solve! Pro will instantly find potential solutions for you to browse through -
it's as easy as that!

Turbo Solve! Pro's large 140,000 word core dictionary, user dictionary 
facilities and 5 MILLION synonym thesaurus ensures you get the solutions you 
require!  It can also check YOUR solutions with it's built-in spell checker 
and handle search strings of up to 32 characters in length.

New Features In This Professional Version:
* IMPROVED USER INTERFACE - The main window is now much larger.  Unnecessary 
graphics have been replaced by a larger words found list making browsing much 
easier.  Many adjustments have been made to provide you with the most user 
friendly interface possible.

* IMPROVED INSTALLSHIELD SETUP PROGRAM
* ANAGRAMS AND IN-WORDS SEARCH MODES CAN NOW USE WILDCARD CHARACTERS (?)
* IMPROVED IN-WORDS SEARCH - Now you can set a minimum length for words found.
This eliminates a lot of the 1, 2, 3 etc. character words which are not that 
useful.  You can also tell Turbo Solve! Pro to only find words which contain a
given character from the search string - Very useful!
 
* POWERFUL 5 MILLION (!) SYNONYM THESAURUS - Excellent for crosswords where 
you are given a word as a clue such as "Cold" or "Excited", and the answer is 
a synonym!

* HANDY SPELL CHECKER - Spelling not too good?  Use the built-in spell checker
to ensure your spellings are correct.  This stops you from entering 
incorrectly spelt words into a crossword grid (or some other word puzzle) 
which could prevent you from completing other clues.

* PREFIX/SUFFIXES SEARCH MODE - Lists all words beginning or ending with a 
given string such as CatFISH, DogFISH, FISHerman etc.  Useful for many types 
of word puzzles.

* PAIR-UP SEARCH MODE - Enter a list of words and let Turbo Solve! Pro pair 
them up.  E.g. You enter BOOK, CAT, CHECK, DOG, FISH, OUT; Turbo Solve! Pro 
will find CATFISH, CHECKBOOK, CHECKOUT, DOGFISH etc.

* WORD SEARCH MODE - One of Turbo Solve! Pro's most interesting search modes! 
Simply enter a word search grid and the list of words you want to find.  Hit 
"Go!" and Turbo Solve! Pro will highlight them in the grid.  If you don't know
what words you are looking for, you can let Turbo Solve! Pro loose on the grid
and it will attempt to find the words (even without you telling it what to 
find!!).



Contact Information:
Author Name: Richard Thompson
Postal Address: 50 Chesterfield Road

Shirland
Alfreton
Derbyshire
DE55 6BN
ENGLAND

Voice: 01773 835702

Web Site (Home Page): http://freespace.virgin.net/richard.thompson1/

E-mail: richard.thompson1@virgin.net


